Abstract .-\.0. iterative approximation algorithm for analyzing a closed queueing system with a K-sibling fork/ join queue is presented. The iterative procedure is based on a combination of nearly complete decomposability and the Gauss-Seidel method.
Introduction
There is currently considerable interest in the development of tools for analyzing the performance of distributed and par a llel processing systems. In such svsterns. quite often. a job is split into two or more sub-jobs. These sub-jobs execute independently of one another, and at the end of their execution, they recompose to the original job. These type of operation IS known as fork/ join. or disassembly/assembly in production system. They occur in multiprocessor computing systems. distributed database systems, telecommunication systems and flexible manufacturing systems.
In this paper, we consider a closed queueing system comprising of a fork node and a K-sibling fork/join queue (K2::2) with~jobs. When a job finishes its service at the fork node, it is split into a fixed number K of sub-jobs called siblings.
Each sibling joins a different sibling queue, where it executes independently of the other siblings. Upon completion of its service, a sibling enters the synchronization queue where it waits for the other siblings. As soon as all the siblings have been served, they merge into the original job which immediately joins the fork node.
The time elapsing between the fork and the join operation of a job is called the response time. ,,-\150, the time a sibling spends waiting for the other siblings is referred to as the synchronization delay.
Queueing networks with fork/ join operations are in general difficult to analyze. An exact numerical analysis of a fork/ join queue results in an explosion of the state space which renders it computationally intractable. Also, in general.
fork / join models do not have analytically closed form solutions. In view of this, most of the fork/join systems reported in the literature have been analyzed using various approximation methods. Flatto [9, 10] considered an open fork/join system, assuming that jobs arrive in a poisson fashion. Upon arrival. a job is split into two siblings, each sibling is served by a different server. The service time at each server is exponentially distributed with a d~rent mean. As soon as the two siblings have been served, they recompose into an original job which leaves the system immediately. Flatto obtained the stationary distribution of the response time, and for each queue he obtained the queue length distribution and its expectation conditioned upon the other queue. Nelson and Tantawi [16] proposed an approximation technique, called the scaling approximation. They assumed that the mean response time increases at the same rate as the number of siblings increases. They derived a closed-form approximate expression of the mean response time for an open fork/join queueing system consisting of K (K>2) identical servers. Mailles (15) obtained bounds of the mean response time for the same system and also for various series-parallel fork/ join networks. The case of general service time was considered by Baccelli and Makowski [1] . Their analysis was based on renewal type of arguments. They concluded that an upper bound of the response time can be obtained using a GI/G/l mutually independent parallel queueing system and a lower bound can be obtained using a D/G/! parallel queueing system. The tightness of these bound was not analyzed. approximately a closed queueing system with a K-sibling fork/join queue using decomposition and aggregation. They iteratively reduced the K-sibling fork/join queue into a :2-sibling fork/join queue, which was then used to replace the Ksibling fork/join queue m the cr ig inal queueing network. This queueing system was then analyzed numerically. They also developed a modification procedure for the homogeneous case in order to improve the accuracy of the approximation algorithm.
In this paper, we consider the closed queueing system comprising of a fork node and a K-sibling fork/join queue (K>2), as shown in figure 1. The fork/join queue may consist of homogeneous or non-homogeneous exponential servers, i.e., they may all have the same service rate or different service rates. Let J.Li be the service rate at sibling queue i, i = 1, 2,... ,K, and J.Lo be the service rate at the fork node. The buffer size of each queue is assumed to be infinite. We analyze this model by first studying the closed K-sibling fork/join queue shown in figure 2.
This model is obtained from the original system by shorting out the fork node. In the following section, we describe an approach for analyzing exactly this closed Ksibling fork/join queue with K = 3, Le., with 3 siblings. This approach is based on a combination of nearly complete decomposability (see Courtois [5] ) and the Gauss-Seidel method. In section 3, we use this approach to approximately reduce the closed K-sibling fork/join queue to a 2-sibling fork/join queue. Thus, the original system, shown in figure 1, can be approximately reduced to a model consisting of the fork node and a 2-sibling fork/ join queue. This final model is analyzed using the same approach. In section 4, we compare the approximate results against exact numerical and simulation data. The approximation method gives good results for the mean response time and the system throughput. However, the procedure gives a lower bound of the system throughput and an upper bound of the mean response time. Finally. the of the 3-sibling fork/join queue has a block tri-diagonal structure. For example, the rate matrix Q( l\tt), for M = 2 is as follows:
where, 
We note that the sub-matrix Q2"2(.lW), is the rate matrix of the 2-sibling fork/join queue obtained by shorting sibling queue 3, with 2 jobs in the system. The submatrix Ql-l(M) is the rate matrix of the same shorted 2-sibling fork/join queue, with 1 job in the system. The sub-matrix Qo~(M) is a singleton. Also, for the fact that the 2-sibling fork/join queue has a product form solution (see Duda and Czachorski (7] 
The lower diagonal elements of P( M) are given by
(13)
The rate matrix P(M), for M = 2, is as follows:
and, in particular, it takes the form
( 18) , We note that the aggregate rate matrix PI Jl) is identical to the rate matrix of a 2-sibling fork/join queue consisting of a composite sibling queue (representing: the shorted 2-sibling fork/join queue) and sibling queue 3. The quantity J.L c (m) is the state-dependent service rate of the composite sibling queue, which is the system's throughput of the shorted 2-sibling fork/join queue with m jobs in it, m = 1,2, ... ,M.
As in the case of the stationary probability vector v -(M) for Q. (~\1), where
, the stationary probability
xo,(M)), can be easily obtained because the closed 2-sibling fork/join queue has a
product-form solution. The approximate stationary probability vector v(O)(M) of
We note that the procedure described above for the 3-sibling fork/join queue, is identical to the procedure described in Liu and Perros [14). In particular. they first analyzed sibling queues 1 and 2 by shorting sibling queue 3, and obtained the throughput T(i) of the shorted system, for i = 1,2, ... .M, Then, they replaced this"
shorted system by an equivalent composite sibling queue with a state-dependent service rate equal to T(i), and used the composite sibling queue and sibling queue 3 to form a new 2-sibling fork/join queue. The state-dependent service rate of this composite sibling queue corresponds to the lower diagonal elements of the aggregate matrix P(.~[). Therefore. we can apply-the above procedure rather than using expressions (11)-( 16) to obtain the aggregate matrix P(L\.l).
We now apply the Gauss-Seidel iterative method to modify v (.J1). Let 
and repeat the above procedure, until the stationary probability vector of Q(M) converges.
The procedure described above yields an exact solution for the closed 3-sibling fork/join queue. This procedure, though it was developed independently, turns out to be identical to the algorithm reported by Dodd, McAllister and Stewart [6] , Koury, McAllister and Stewart (13) , and Cao and Stewart [4] , who showed that it yields the exact solution.
3. Approximate Analysis of the K-sibling Fork/Join Queueing System
In this section, we discuss an approximation procedure for analyzing the closed queueing network with a I(-~ibiing fork/join queue shown in figure 1. The approximation procedure makes use of the iterative algorithm presented above. In particular, using the above algorithm, we first reduce the closed Kvsibiing fork/ join queue shown in figure : 2 to an approximately equivalent closed 2-sibling fork/join queue. This 2-sibling system is then used to replace the K-sibling system in the original queueing system shown in figure 1. This simplified model is then studied using the procedure described above.
We first analyze the closed K-sibling fork/join queue (see figure 2 ), where K. Let (81, 82. S 3 , 8 .. ) CK-2 and sibling queue K. Thus, the original queueing system, shown in figure 1,
can be approximately reduced to a model consisting of the fork node and a 2-sibling fork/join queue, as shown in figure 3 , with M customers. Now, it is easy to see that this model can be analyzed exactly using the approach developed in section 2. Thus, as a last step, we analyze the system shown in figure 3 with NI custorners. 
where Pr(oK-3) is the joint probability distribution of the composite sibling queue CK-3 and sibling queue K-1. Using Pr(nK-3)' the marginal queue-length probability distribution of the sibling queue K-l and the composite sibling queue CK-3 can be easily obtained.
We can proceed backwards in this fashion until we obtain the marginal queue-Iehgth probability distribution for sibling queues 1 and 2. Thus, the mean queue length of each sibling queue can be easily obtained. Consequently, the mean queue length of each synchronization queue can also be obtained.
Results Analysis
The It was observed that the approximation procedure gives very good results for the system throughput (the relative error is less than 3%), the mean response time of the fork/join operation (the relative error is less than 5% on the average) and the mean queue length for the fork node and the mean queue length for each sibling queue (the relative error is less than 5% on the average). However, it gives results which are an upper bound of the mean response time of the fork/join operation and a lower bound of the system throughput, for both homogeneous and non-homogeneous cases. Case 3 :
Case 5 :
Case 6 : it depends on the state of a third sibling queue.
Conclusions
We developed an approximation procedure for analyzing a closed queueing network with a K-sibling fork/join queue. The approximation procedure is based on nearly complete decomposability and Gauss-Seidel iterative method. It was shown through a number of examples that it gives results which are a lower bound of the system throughput and an upper bound of the mean response time of the fork/join operation.
We note that the original queueing network shown in figure 1 can be also approximately reduced to a two-node closed queueing networks consisting of the original fork node and a composite node with a state-dependent service rate equal to the approximate throughput of the closed K-sibling fork/ join queue. This closed queueing network can be easily analyzed. Then we can apply the same backward approach to obtain the marginal queue length probability distribution for each sibling queue. The performance measures obtained from this approach are very close to the approximate results obtained from section 3.
same problem using decomposition and a~~regation. In parr icuiar. the closed Ksibling fork/join queue was reduced iteratively to an approximately equivalent closed 2-sibling fork/join queue. The reduction was carried out by successively replacing closed 2-sibling fork/join queues by a composite sibling queue. The state-dependent service rate of the composite node was set equal to the system throughput of the 2-sibling fork/join queue. However, due to the interdependency between siblings, the state-dependent service rate of the composite node not only depends on the state of the 2-sibling fork/ join queue, but also depends on the state of the other sibling queues in the K-sibling fork/join queue. In this paper, we substitute a 2-sibling fork/join queue by a composite sibling queue, whose statedependent service rate not only depends on the state of the 2-sibling fork/join queue, but also it depends on the state of a third sibling queue. 
